Epigenetic changes, which target DNA and associated histones, can be described as a pivotal mechanism of interaction between genes and the environment. The field of epigenomics aims to detect and interpret epigenetic modifications at the whole genome level. These approaches have the potential to increase resolution of epigenetic changes to the single base level in multiple disease states or across a population of individuals. Identification and comparison of the epigenomic landscape has challenged our understanding of the regulation of phenotype. Additionally, inclusion of these marks as biomarkers in the early detection or progression monitoring of disease is providing novel avenues for future biomedical research. Cells of the endocrine organs, which include pituitary, thyroid, thymus, pancreas ovary and testes, have been shown to be susceptible to epigenetic alteration, leading to both local and systemic changes often resulting in lifethreatening metabolic disease. As with other cell types and populations, endocrine cells are susceptible to tumour development, which in turn may have resulted from aberration of epigenetic control. Techniques including highthroughput sequencing and array-based analysis to investigate these changes have rapidly emerged and are continually evolving. Here, we present a review of these methods and their promise to influence our studies on the epigenome for endocrine research and perhaps to uncover novel therapeutic options in disease states.
Introduction
Although The Human Genome Project, defining the sequences of bases that make up the human genome, was completed in 2003, more than 30 years have elapsed since the influence of DNA methylation on gene expression was first described (Holliday & Pugh 1975 , Riggs 1975 . This heritable epigenetic change targets CpG dinucleotides that together with post-replicative modification of histone proteins (Turner 1991 (Turner , 1998 frequently leads to chromatin remodelling and thereby regulates access to the underlying genetic information by transcription factors (Fig. 1) . Epigenetic remodelling plays essential roles in multiple pathways and systems that include development, physiological processes, X chromosome inactivation, genomic imprinting and tissue-specific gene expression (Razin & Cedar 1991 , Li et al. 1993 , Fraga 2009 ). These demands upon an essentially invariant genome are apparent as highly variable methylation patterns that together with the multi-combinatorial histone modifications in different cell types comprise the epigenomic landscape. The characterisation of these modifications, to what is termed the methylome, presents us with considerable conceptual and methodological challenges for their comprehensive, genome-wide mapping in health and disease.
Detecting epigenetic change DNA methylation
Initial efforts to characterise the epigenome began in the 1970s. For a comprehensive timeline of methods and applications, the reader is directed to recent excellent reviews (Baylin & Jones 2011 , Harrison & Parle-McDermott 2011 . However, it was not until 1992 that a now classic paper described the sodium bisulphite conversion technique, which when combined with conventional dideoxy sequencing allowed, for the first time, the analysis of DNA methylation patterns in genomic DNA (Frommer et al. 1992 ).
Improvements to the technique, emanating from the same laboratory, followed quickly, in this case through integration of a PCR amplification step, which increased assay sensitivity to some 10 4 -fold (Clark et al. 1994 ) and would spawn new methods and approaches to probe the epigenome. Although initial studies were confined to candidate genes, a plethora of other methods, many of which incorporated initial methylation-sensitive digestion and subsequent PCR amplification, quickly followed. These techniques would permit, for the first time, the whole genome analysis for identification of novel methylated genes (reviewed in Esteller (2007) ). Indeed, our own studies exploiting methylationsensitive digestion and subsequent PCR were successful at identifying novel and inappropriately methylated genes in pituitary adenomas (Bahar et al. 2004) . However, a concern with these types of studies is that the majority of techniques rely on methylation-sensitive restriction digest, where incomplete digestion can confound the interpretation of derived data.
Histone modifications
The characterisation of epigenetic modification that targets histone tails has presented a still greater challenge for researchers (Esteller 2007) . Commonly used techniques rely on antibodies that recognise specific histone tail modifications; however, there is some concern regarding their specificity (Esteller 2007) . These analyses rely on chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) of specific histone tail modification and subsequent quantitative PCR of enriched, gene-specific DNA fragments. Antibody-mediated enrichment strategies, for either histone modification (ChIP) or DNA methylation, as example, methylated DNA immunoprecipitation (MeDIP), may also be used in combination with DNA tiling or CpG island promoter arrays (ChiP-Chip) for genome-wide analyses (reviewed in Harrison & Parle-McDermott (2011) and discussed in a subsequent section). However, a drawback of these techniques for the characterisation of change in DNA methylation is their inability to pinpoint DNA methylation at single-base-pair resolution (Beck & Rakyan 2008) . Strategies to circumvent these limitations will be discussed in a subsequent section of this review.
Reversing epigenetic change
Indirect methods for detecting epigenetic changes have also been described. In these cases, strategies that either exploit knockout or knockdown of enzymes responsible for DNA methylation have been described. As an example, in endocrine pituitary cells, siRNAmediated knockdown of a DNA methylase enzyme, DNMT1, has been used to identify novel methylated and silenced genes (Dudley et al. 2008) . Other studies, also in pituitary cells, have used drug challenges of actively dividing cells that inhibit DNA methylation, histone deacetylation or a drug combination that targets both these modifications (Al-Azzawi et al. 2011 , YacqubUsman et al. 2012 . These types of studies, termed pharmacologic unmasking, are used in the candidate gene and genome-wide approaches, where the reexpressed transcripts are identified using transcript expression arrays (Dudley et al. 2009 , Al-Azzawi et al. 2011 , Yacqub-Usman et al. 2012 . A caveat associated with these types of studies is that drug-induced re-expression or indeed silencing, as determined by transcript arrays, might be secondary to and a downstream consequence of the epigenetic silencing of an upstream gene (Al-Azzawi et al. 2011) . Equally, the influence of microRNAs as epigenetic modulators of gene expression has become a recent focus for epigenetic research; however, they will not be part of this review.
Endocrine cells and epigenetics
In common with most other cell types, the developmental and physiological regulation of endocrine cells is influenced by genetic and epigenetic processes. The cell population where these changes are apparent includes, but are most likely not confined to, the pituitary, thyroid, thymus, pancreas, ovary and testes. The role of DNA methylation in these principal endocrine cell populations, in both health and disease, has been subject to recent extensive review ( Garcia-Carpizo et al. 2011) . In these cases, aberration in epigenetic processes may result in profound local and systemic effects. The effects are frequently manifest as metabolic disease and/or syndromes and in some cases are consequent to a tumour within the particular cell population (Garcia-Carpizo et al. 2011) . In addition to the specific genes subject to DNA methylationmediated silencing reviewed by these authors, other studies on endocrine tumours have adopted genomewide approaches to identify potential novel epigenetically silenced genes. These types of studies on testicular (Cheung et al. 2010) and ovarian cancer (Michaelson--Cohen et al. 2011) have utilised MeDIP enrichment and on pancreatic tumours and ovarian cancer have used pharmacologic unmasking approaches (Kang et al. 2010 , Shimizu et al. 2011 . Still other studies on pituitary and thyroid tumours have described drug-induced unmasking techniques of histone tail modification that impact upon gene expression in these tumour types (reviewed in Farrell (2006) , Ezzat (2008) and Yacqub-Usman et al. (2012) ).
Detecting epigenetic change at the whole genome level
The experimental approaches, techniques and advances (see above) thus far described highlight the critical role and significance of epigenetic modification in cellular processes that include development, homeostasis and disease. These types of modifications, manifest as methylation of CpG dinucleotides in DNA and as histone tail modification, are apparent in all cell types including those within specific endocrine cells and organs. Although many of the described techniques for the characterisation of epigenetic change(s) have made important contributions to our understanding of this phenomenon and its impact on gene expression, each has its own inherent limitations. In particular, they do not provide us with a complete overview of the epigenomic landscape, that is the methylome, in either normal or disease states. However, the rapid advances made in next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies (see Table 1 ; Metzker (2010) for a review of sequencing technologies), in some cases combined with the techniques or approaches already described, make it possible to map DNA cytosine methylation at single-base resolution. In addition, these technological advances also facilitate single-base sequence information of DNAassociated chromatin that is itself associated with specific modifications. We now direct our attention to these emerging technologies.
The evolution of methods to detect genome-wide epigenetic modifications has predominantly been to increase the resolution of detection. For methylation, this has progressed from candidate genes to regions of the genome to specific CpG dinucleotides to all methylated cytosines in a genome. The most appropriate method to use in each experiment is a balance of the sample size and resolution required. These methods are introduced below.
Chips with everything
One approach for the detection of modifications at the whole genome level is by the application of microarray or DNA chip technology. Histone modifications can be detected by immunoprecipitation and analysed by array. In these ChIP-Chip experiments (Fig. 2) , protein is reversibly cross-linked to DNA by formaldehyde. Protein-DNA is then fragmented by one of the several techniques that include sonication, enzymatic digestion or micrococcal nuclease digestion. Each of these techniques requires optimisation to yield fragment sizes that are typically between 200 and 500 bp. In our laboratory, we typically extract chromatin from w0.7 mg tissue or tumour cells. Before analyses, we perform time course experiments of fragmentation by micrococcal nuclease digestion. An example of digestion following the reversal of cross-linking is shown in Fig. 3 . Once optimal digestion conditions are established, the specific protein DNA complexes are precipitated using antibodies to proteins or modifications of interest. Released DNA is then either directly labelled or subject to a prior whole genome amplification (WGA) step and hybridised in competition with WGA input (non-immunoprecipitated) DNA (Ren et al. 2000) . Simplistically, when the amount of fluorescence from immunoprecipitated DNA is greater than the input DNA, the presence of the protein or modification of interest can be inferred. For histone modifications, an antibody specific to the modification of interest can be used or alternatively histone-modifying enzymes that are associated with chromatin can be targeted (Collas 2010) . Typically, in these types of studies, antibodies directed to histone tail modification, which include methylation and/or acetylation, are used. In these cases, particular modifications are associated with active or silent genes. The resolution of these approaches is determined by the specificity of the antibody and the resolution of probes on the array. These can be overlapping DNA fragments covering the entire genome creating so-called tilling arrays. However, these require multiple arrays to cover a large genome such as that of humans. Additionally, identification of binding regions does not determine protein binding to individual bases but rather of the region covered by the tile. To overcome these problems, focused arrays covering specific genomic regions of perceived biological interest (commonly predicted genes and promoter regions) are more frequently used. Similarly, in this case, to identify regions of the genome that are methylated, the methylation-enriched DNA can be isolated by immunoprecipitation, following fragmentation of the genome, using antibodies specific to 5-methylcytosine (5mC; MeDIP) or enriched by immobilisation (capture) to methyl binding domain (MBD) proteins. For MeDIP, we typically use w4 mg input DNA and enriched fragments are WGA labelled and hybridised to an array in competition with WGA genome fragments that have not been enriched for DNA methylation (input DNA). In this way, regions of the genome where an enrichment or depletion of methylation compared with input control can be determined (Fig. 4) . To increase resolution, arrays that measure methylation of specific CpGs have been developed. Currently, for human samples, the most widely used DNA methylation array is the Infinium array from Illumina, which interrogates w27 000 or 450 000 individual CpGs (referred to as the 27K or 450K arrays respectively (Bibikova & Fan 2010 , Bibikova et al. 2011 ). The Infinium methylation assay utilises the ratio of fluorescent signals from probes specific to either un-methylated or methylated target DNA to provide a relative methylation value (b value (Bibikova & Fan 2009 ; Fig. 4) ). The relative ease of use and ability to analyse multiple samples in parallel has resulted in a recent increase in reports using these arrays on a variety of research areas (e.g. Banister et al. 2011 , Cotton et al. 2011 , Fackler et al. 2011 , Fryer et al. 2011 , Martino et al. 2011 . Although these arrays, post-sodium bisulphite conversion, report on methylation, it is important to bear in mind that they examine a discrete number of CpGs within a region and not methylation of multiple, contiguous CpGs within, for example, a CpG island. In these cases, although methylation at a single CpG is reported to reflect the methylation of other CpGs within that region, this is not an invariant finding (W E Farrell, personal communication). Of equal importance in approaches that are reliant on sodium bisulphite conversion is the efficiency of the conversion reaction. Several commercial kits for conversion are available and appear to be reliable, and it is relatively easy to design and include conversion-efficiency controls. In our own laboratories, post-conversion, we include a cytosine base that is not followed by a guanine, that is it is not a constituent of a CpG dinucleotide. As these cytosines by default will not be methylated, all should be converted and read as a T in a sequencing reaction.
The NGS explosion
To overcome the limitations of ChIP-Chip, techniques that combine ChIP with NGS have been developed (ChIP-Seq). In ChIP-Seq, protein-bound DNA of interest is isolated as with ChIP-Chip but is then directly sequenced and mapped to a reference genome to provide greater resolution of protein-DNA interaction. Directly sequencing bound DNA avoids the problems associated with array-based technologies where only those regions captured on the array can be interrogated. Sequencing approaches also increase the dynamic range of detection as theoretically a single to millions of copies of immunoprecipitated DNA can be measured (Park 2009 ). ChIP-Seq marks a considerable advance for characterisation of DNA at single-base resolution. However, it is important to note that the derived sequence information is consequent to either the enrichment or the depletion of that sequence or fragment achieved in the initial immunoprecipitation. For methylation research, the ideal goal would be to directly determine the methylation status of all cytosines in a genome. This is achievable by whole genome shotgun sequencing of bisulphite-converted (WGSBS or MethylC-Seq) DNA. MethylC-Seq of a complete genome was first reported in the plant Arabidopsis (Cokus et al. 2008 ). This was closely followed by the first report of the methylome at single-nucleotide resolution in human cells (Lister et al. 2009 ). Whilst this is undoubtedly a hugely powerful tool, a limitation of sequencing bisulphite-converted DNA is that the approach cannot distinguish between 5mC and Figure 4 Technologies for detection of genome-wide methylation. For each method, the approaches for enrichment for methylated fragments of the genome are described. For MeDIP-Seq, enrichment is by antibody to methylated cytosines and for MBD-Seq it is by binding to recombinant methyl binding domain. RRBS uses restriction endonuclease digestion, for example with Msp1 to enrich for high CpG density regions of the genome. Both RRBS and MethylC-Seq uses NGS of bisulphite-converted DNA to calculate the ratio of methylated cytosines read as C in sequence compared with unmethylated cytosines, converted to T in sequence reads. The figure shows a snapshot of mapped sequence reads. Converted cytosines are highlighted in blue. These are identified as being variant to the reference genome at the top of the figure. Potential errors or polymorphisms in the sequence (for example two guanine residues, highlighted in yellow) need to be considered when calling methylation. To avoid error in calling methylation at a variant site, known C/T SNPs should be flagged and variation arising from a small proportion of reads should be considered as error (as would be the case here). The Infinium array approach allows comparison of hybridisation to either methylated or unmethylated probes on an array to calculate an approximate of percentage methylation (b value) at a given CpG. 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) modifications (Huang et al. 2010) . 5HmC results from oxidation of 5mC and has been shown to be present in embryonic stem cells and Purkinje neurons and is of potential interest as a new epigenetic state that may influence gene expression and is also present as an intermediary between methylated and unmethylated states. A method to enrich and sequence 5hmC has recently been described (Song et al. 2011) and will be useful to discriminate 5hmC and 5mC at single-base resolution. In addition to these concerns, the number of sequence reads required to achieve recommended depth is beyond the budget and capabilities of many laboratories. For example, for the human genome, over 90 gb of mapped sequence would need to be achieved to fulfil the 30! coverage recommended by the NIH Roadmap Epigenomics Mapping Consortium guidelines (http:// www.roadmapepigenomics.org/protocols). To overcome this limitation, multiple approaches for enrichment of the methylated fragment of the genome before NGS approaches have been developed. MeDIP sequencing (MeDIP-Seq (Jacinto et al. 2008) ) and methylated DNA binding domain sequencing (MBD-Seq (Serre et al. 2010) ) are the two techniques that are similar in principle. MeDIP-Seq uses antibodies raised against 5mC to enrich for methylated DNA, whereas MBD-Seq uses immobilised recombinant methylated CpG binding proteins (MBD and MBD2). The enriched fragment is then sequenced using NGS. Methylated regions of the genome can then be determined by identifying regions of high-sequence density. These 'peaks' of sequence reads correspond to regions of methylation (Fig. 4) . As MBD has been reported to not bind 5hmC (Frauer et al. 2011) , this may provide an additional control to ensure that 5mC is specifically being assayed. In comparison of methods, Harris et al. showed that whilst the enrichment methods have the lowest cost per CpG covered, the number of CpGs covered was also low (Table 2) . Additional limitations of these approaches are inability to call individual methylation events but rather the 'average' methylation status of each enriched fragment and that unless sequencing depth is sufficient, it is not possible to accurately determine whether a region with few sequence reads is unmethylated or simply has low coverage. It was also noted that both MeDIP-Seq and MBD-Seq tend to enrich for low CpG density regions with MeDIP more heavily biased in this manner (Harris et al. 2010) . Alternate approaches have been developed to focus on higher density CpG regions such as CpG islands. The most widely used of these is reduced representation bisulphite sequencing (RRBS). This approach uses methylation-insensitive enzymes, e.g. Msp1, which has a CCGG recognition sequence to digest at CG-rich regions, the fragments are then treated with bisulphite and sequenced allowing singlebase resolution of methylation (Meissner et al. 2005) . The original approach was modified to allow genomescale analysis of samples (Gu et al. 2010) . Benefits of the Harris et al. (2010) , probes identified with probability of detection !0.05. b Fryer et al. (2011) . c authors' unpublished observations.
RRBS approach are the reduction of input DNA needed for the analysis, making it useful for clinical samples and the fact that the subset of the genome analysed is reproducible and can be generated in silico allowing mapping of sequence reads with greater ease. With the range of methods available, deciding on the most appropriate method is not trivial. With different methods achieving optimal results for different targets of the genome, no approach will be appropriate in all situations. Therefore, integration of multiple approaches is recommended to achieve coverage over a range of cytosines in different densities (Harris et al. 2010) . Additionally, limitations of the sequencing-based methods are the cost associated with data generation, size of the data produced and the interpretation of results obtained. As with other technologies, guiding principles for epigenetic experiments have been proposed (see www.roadmapepigenomics.org/files/ protocols/). These guidelines suggest both the information regarding samples and experimental design required when reporting and also the recommendations for conducting experiments, e.g. for MethylC-Seq, a minimum of duplicate experiments is suggested and least 30! coverage (where each base of the genome is sequenced on average 30 times) of the genome when reads from the biological replicates is combined. For ChIP-Seq again, a minimum of biological replicates should be conducted and 20 million aligned 36 bp reads per replicate are recommended. This guideline raises an important point of read length and hence which NGS method is most appropriate to generate data (see Table 1 ). At the extremes of current technology are high number of short reads as generated with SOLiD (50 bp) in contrast to the relatively low number of long read lengths generated by 454 technology (400 bp). Perhaps, as it is a compromise between these extremes, the Illumina sequencing platform (100 bp) is currently the most widely used method. However, the choice of method will depend on the organism studied and the region of genome targeted. For a well-annotated and 'complete' genome, such human short reads from SOLiD will be mapped with greater efficiency than for a genome with a lower quality draft genome which may require longer reads. Whilst costs for sequencing are decreasing, these experiments remain a major investment for research groups and are, therefore, frequently preceded by exploratory research using fragmentation methods such as RRBS or Illumina arrays (only available for human) for methylation analysis. In addition to the costs of generating the raw data, the generation and storage of many gigabytes to terabytes of sequence read data may require considerations of infrastructure or improvement of computational power. For these reasons, we recommend that these experiments are best conducted in collaboration with bioinformaticians with experience in data handling and the methods described.
As with detection technologies, development of methods for the analysis of data is a very active field of research and beyond the scope of this review; for an excellent introduction, see recent reviews such as Laird (2010) and Krueger et al. (2012) .
Whilst we have attempted to provide an overview of the current state of the art, the technologies described are continually evolving and improving. Recently, announcements from third-generation technologies such as PacBio RS from Pacific Biosciences and GridION from Oxford Nanopore Technologies have emerged, which promise to measure modifications on single DNA strands. The potential of these approaches will be of huge interest in the near future.
Summary and perspective
This review has presented an overview of the key advances in next-generation technologies applicable to investigation of the epigenome. It is clear that there has been, and will continue to be, advances in technological approaches for the characterisation of changes to the epigenomic landscape that are apparent in both health and disease. There is little doubt that the description of a chemical conversion method for the discrimination of the methylation status at cytosine bases in DNA represented the prerequisite forerunner to many of the next-generation technologies described in this review. As with many technological approaches (developed and developing), each has its own particular advantages and disadvantages. However, the genome-wide characterisation of a frequently dynamic epigenome as opposed to the essentially invariant genome presents significantly greater problems for their identification and characterisation that are further compounded by the size and volume of the derived data sets.
The impact of epigenetic modification on endocrine cells in health and disease and those apparent in endocrine-related syndromes has been subject to recent review . In their review, these authors reiterate and reinforce the general consensus opinion that epigenetic change is perhaps the pivotal mechanism of interaction between genes and the environment. Our knowledge of the plethora of inappropriate/aberrant epigenetic modifications in these types of cells or their target organs is far from complete. The prospects, therefore, for 'next generation' technologies in, for example, diabetes, osteoporosis, menopause, Cushing's syndrome, endocrine tumours and obesity will provide significant advances for disease management. In this context, and distinct from genetic aberration, epigenetic changes are potentially reversible and as such have potential as therapeutic drug targets.
